PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH

Are You the next
Leader of Umpqua
Community College?

Umpqua Community College has
a proud histor y and heritage, but
it is our future that must define
us. We are seeking a leader to help
support our students, faculty, and
community to seize this future.

Why do you want to be
at UCC?
Because you...
Can be a Big Fish in a growing pond

0

Get the best parking place when you’re
the first one there
Appreciate rivers, vineyards, and
mountains, oh my!

0

Support students who are athletes,
not athletes who are students
Want rural traffic with broadband speed
Lead students and partner with the
community
Are a professional but appreciate
business casual

0

Want to be a helper

IUCC
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What does the ideal
President look like?
Q u a lifie d (n o t ju st o n p a p e r)
Someone who...
At the core of their DNA, has the
interest of students at heart
Wants to be visible and make a
significant community impact

0

Builds teams and networks by
developing relationships, talent, and
recruiting to fill gaps
Leads with empathy and compassion

0

Is an extrovert (or good at faking it)
Can cast a vision
Embraces innovation and change

0

Is more interested in failing forward
than remaining stagnant
Values, understands, and serves the
rural community

0

Is relatable and has a sense of
humor
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What is the President
expected to do?
Be a leader.
Be an advocate for students.
Be a liaison to the board of
education.
And...

0

Reaffirm the college’s 2023 accreditation

0

Extend relationships with business,
government, and K-12 to meet changing
needs and opportunities
Promote a campus climate that
is inclusive, values diversity, and
promotes equity
Stay in front of emerging trends in
education, funding, and the community
Enhance the quality of classes and
programs
Lower barriers to student success and
access

0

Make data-informed decisions

0

Have fun

Qualifications
Master’s degree; doctorate preferred
Higher education experience; community college preferred
Minimum of five years’ senior leadership or equivalent
administrative experience with increasing responsibility

APPLY

